
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 95, iss. 11, pp. 664 { 671 c 2012 June 10Faces of matrix modelsA.MorozovInstitute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics, 117218 Moscow, RussiaSubmitted 18 April 2012Partition functions of eigenvalue matrix models possess a number of very di�erent descriptions: as ma-trix integrals, as solutions to linear and non-linear equations, as � -functions of integrable hierarchies and asspecial-geometry prepotentials, as result of the action of W -operators and of various recursions on elementaryinput data, as gluing of certain elementary building blocks. All this explains the central role of such matrixmodels in modern mathematical physics: they provide the basic \special functions" to express the answers andrelations between them, and they serve as a dream model of what one should try to achieve in any other �eld.Matrix model theory [1] studies the integralZN (g) � ZN�N dM e� 12g trM2 == Z NYi=1 dMii NYi<j d2Mij �� exp"� 12g  NXi=1 M2ii + 2 NXi<j jMij j2!# (1)over N �N Hermitian matrices M as a toy-example ofquantum �eld and even string theory. It is spectacular,how much one can learn from this seemingly obviousproblem.What does it mean to study an integral?First, we can simply take it. In this particular casethe answer is simple:ZN (g) � (2�g)N2=2 (2)and does not look very interesting. However it onlyseems so. As usual, of interest is not the answer it-self, but its decomposition, implied, by internal struc-ture of our \theory". And the more we know aboutthese structures. The more interesting decompositionswe can obtain. In this particular case we could noticethat M = UDUy, where D = diagfxig matrix, madefrom eigenvalues ofM , and U is a unitary matrix. Thenthe same integral is decomposed into two { over unitarymatrix U and over N eigenvalues fxig. Factoring awaythe volume VN of the unitary group, we obtain:ZN = 1N ! Z NYi<j(xi � xj)2 MYi=1 e�x2i=2gdxi == V N1N !VN ZN�N dMe� 12g trM2 : (3)This is already a somewhat non-trivial decomposition,because

VN = (2�)N(N+1)=2QNk=1 k! (4)what is a considerablymore complicated expression thanthe original (2).Second, to study an integral in QFT sense means totreat it as measure, and consider all possible correlators.This means that of interest is not the (1) itself, but theaverages Ci1;::: ;ik = DtrM i1 : : : trM ikE == R trM i1 : : : trM ike� 12g trM2dMR e� 12g trM2dM (5)or even their connected counterparts, likeCconnij = Cij � CiCj : (6)This is already a far-less-trivial problem, and lookingat the very �rst examples one immediately observes anemergency of new structure:C0(N) = N;C2(N) = gN2;C4(N) = g2(2N3 +N) � 2(gN)3 + g2(gN);C6(N) = g3(5N4 + 2N2) � 5(gN)4 + 2g2(gN)2;: : : (7)The fact that each correlator is a polynomial (not amonomial) inN is encoded in the idea of loop expansion.The fact that all coe�cients are integers signals aboutconnection to combinatorics and is encoded in the ideaof topological theories.Third, if we move in the direction of string the-ory, we need not just correlators: we need generatingfunctions. For the set of Ci1;::: ;ik there are two obviousoptions:664 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2012



Faces of matrix models 665Zftg = V N1N !VN �� Z dM exp � 12g trM2 + 1Xk=0 tktrMk! = eFftg (8)and �(m)fzg = * mYi=1 tr dzizi �M+ : (9)Then we haveCi1;::: ;ik = 1ZN @kZN@ti1 : : : @tik ;Cconni1;::: ;ik = @k logZN@ti1 : : : @tik (10)and �(m)fzg = 1ZN mYi r̂(zi)ZN ; (11)where r̂(z) = P1k=0 dzzk+1 @@tk . One can also introducethe connected resolvent�(m)connfzg = mYi r̂(zi) logZN : (12)The fact that correlators CI where polynomials in N isnow expressed in the genus expansion of the free energyand connected resolvents:Fftjg;Ng = 1Xp=0 g2p�2FpftjgNg (13)and similarly�(m)connfzg = 1Xp=0 g2p�(p jm)fzjgNg: (14)Already at this stage something highly non-trivial showsup. This becomes clear from a look on the �rst few re-solvents: �(0j1)(z) = y(z)dz=2;�(1j1)(z) = dz=y5(z);�(0j2)(z1; z2) = 1(z1 � z2)2 dz1dz2y(z1)y(z2) ;: : : (15)They all are meromorphic (poly)di�erentials on a Rie-mann surface � : y2 = z2 � 4(gN) (16)

which is called the spectral curve.According to the string-theory approach, from thispoint we should move far enough in a number of di�er-ent directions.Other phases. As soon as we introduced the gen-erating function Zftg, we can start treating it non-perturbatively. This means that tk are considered notjust as in�nitesimal expansion parameters, de�ning agerme, but as the coupling constants, and study whathappens when they take �nite (or even in�nite) values.Then Zftg de�nes a partition function of a family of the-ories, called non-perturbative partition function. Thispartition function can be re-expanded not only aroundthe Gaussian point, but around any background poten-tial V (M) = Pk TkMk. Partition function (particularbranch of it) then becomes also a function of parametersTk, which parameterize the moduli of the spectral curve.Phase transitions take place when the genus of the curvechanges { it is controlled by the number of extrema of thebackground potential. The study of these dependenciesis the subject of Seiberg{Witten theory [2], in matrix-model context the corresponding �eld is sometime calledthe theory multi-cut solutions or of the Dijkgraaf{Vafaphases [3]. The particular branch of partition functionis also known as CIV prepotential [4]. The most inter-esting feature of this prepotential are Seiberg{Wittenspecial-geometry equations, describing dependence onthe moduli by introducing very special \at" coordinatesak instead of Tk:8>><>>: ak = IAk 
;@F@ak = IBk 
 (17)and the role of the Seiberg{Witten di�erential on thespectral curve is presumably played by the 1-point resol-vent 
(z) = �(1)(z) [5]. The system of interrelated mul-tidensities �(pjm)� can in fact be built in a universal wayfor arbitrary Seiberg{Witten family of spectral curves� { this procedure is now known as AMM/EO topolog-ical recursion [6] and has surprisinglymany applications.Whenever partition function can be reconstructed in thisway, this signals about the matrix-model hidden behindthe scene { and there are already numerous examples,when recursion works, but the matrix model is not yetfound.Various limits. Non-perturbative partition func-tion has a huge variety of di�erent limits and criticalbehaviors in the vicinities of all its numerous singular-ities. The standard large-N , genus-zero and multiscal-ing limits are just the examples. Related problem isthe study of convergency properties of various pertur-�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2012



666 A.Morozovbative series. All this is very important in applicationsand constitutes, perhaps, the biggest parts of traditionalmatrix-model theory.Other observables. In string-theory paradigmthere is no special preference for any obvious choice ofobservables. Instead of the correlators CI of the mono-mials trMi one could study those, say, of the \Wil-son loops" tr �esM�, and form many other generatingfunctions, di�erent from (8) and (9), like the celebratedHarer{Zagier exact 1-point function [7]�(zj�) = 1XN=0�N 1Xk=0 z2k
trM2k�(2k � 1)!! == �(1� �)h(1� �)� (1 + �)z2i (18)and Brezin{Hikami integrals [8]* kYi=1 tr(esiM )+= kYi=1 es2i=2si I euisidui �1+ siui�N �� kYi<j (ui � uj)(ui � uj + si � sj)(ui � uj + si)(ui + uj � sj) : (19)The number of integrals here is k, not N , as in (3).In fact, these two subjects are unexpectedly closely re-lated [9]. Harer{Zagier functions capture contributionsfrom all genera { they di�er from (8) by a kind of Padetransform and allow to put under the control the di-vergence of perturbative genus expansion. Instead theyhide all the information related to spectral curves andSeiberg{Witten equations { but are capable to providea closed expression for the Seiberg{Witten di�erential
(z) = �(1)(z). Unfortunately, they are much more dif-�cult to study than the resolvents.Alternative formulations. For non-perturbativepartition functions integrals (be they matrix or func-tional) provide only a description of particular phases:or, in worst case just the perturbative germes at partic-ular points. More adequate are formulations in terms ofD-modules or � -functions, characterizing partition func-tions as solutions to linear or quadratic equations respec-tively. It is still unclear, how general is the existence ofquadratic (integrability-theory) structures and if highernon-linearities can also be relevant. At this moment,the \matrix-model � -functions" { usually, KP/Toda-functions, satisfying also a linear string equation, and, asa corollary, a whole in�nite set of linear \Virasoro con-straints" [10] are the most profound special functions,encountered in modern mathematical physics. They arenatural for presentation of quantitative results in vari-ous �elds of string theory, and their investigation is oneof the primary purposes of modern science.

Integrability and W -representation. Emer-gency of non-linear (integrable) relations, like [11]@2 logZN@t21 = ZN+1ZN�1Z2N (20)for (8), is so non-trivial and so universal in string the-ory, that it can be considered as one of the main fea-tures of non-perturbative physics { still very mysterious.One should look for adequate ways to characterize thesestructures. Non-trivial � -functions can be made fromthe \trivial" ones by integrability-preserving transforms,described in terms of the W -operators, which move thepoints in the Universal Grassmannian, parameterizingthe space of the KP/Toda (free-fermion) � -functions. Inother words, a matrix-model � -function can be consid-ered as a result of the \evolution", driven by cut-and-join (W ) operators from some simple \initial conditions"[12]: Zftg = eŴ �0ftg: (21)For (8) this W -representation looks as follows:ZNftg = exp8<:Xa;b �atabtb @@ta+b�2++(a+ b+ 2)ta+b+2 @2@ta@tb �� eNt0 : (22)Generalizations. According to string-theory par-adigm, one should not just embed original model in aset the similar ones by exponentiating all naive observ-ables, one should also deform everything else, includingthe discrete parameters. In application to matrix mod-els this means that starting from (1) one should not justswitch from quadratic to arbitrary potential, not justtreat N as one of parameters, but also substitute Her-mitian matrices by others: unitary, orthogonal, symplec-tic, belonging to exceptional and other Lie algebras, togeneric tensorial categories etc. Of all this the mostfar-going so far are extensions to unitary matrix models[13] and to �-ensembles [14]. In all cases one expects to�nd all the relevant representations: not only throughtraditional integral formulas, but also as D-modules,as � -functions, through W -operators, through topologi-cal recursion which start from peculiar spectral curves,through Harer{Zagier-type recursions. Some results inthese directions exist, but they are far from being ex-haustive.External �elds and dualities. Another general-ization is inclusion of external �elds. The simplest pos-sibility is to switch from (1) to�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2012



Faces of matrix models 667Z(�jA)=e� g2 trA2 Zn�n e� 12g trM2+trMA(detM)�dM:(23)Determinant is introduced here to make the dependenceon A non-trivial, and we also changed the notation forthe size of the integration matrix. This is done on pur-pose, because if this function is considered as a functionof the variable pk = trA�k, it is actually independentof n. In this way one de�nes Kontsevich matrix models,eq. (23) is the Gaussian one, for properties of genericKontsevich models see [15]. Really remarkable is theduality between (23) and (8):Z(N jA) � ZNftkg (24)provided tk = 1kpk = 1k trA�k. In fact, this duality [16]can be used in the derivation of Brezin{Hikami formu-las (19), which, in turn have non-trivial generalization[17, 9] to at least the cubic Kontsevich model.Uni�cation. Duality between Gaussian Hermitianand Kontsevich models is just an example of interrela-tion between two a priori di�erent matrix models. Thegoal of string theory is to unify in a similar way allquantum �eld theories, and in particular, this applies touni�cation of all matrix models. Uni�cation does notmean solving { that problem belongs to the �eld of non-linear algebra [18], which studies formulas likeZ Z dxdy eax2+bxy+dy2 � 1p4ad� b2 = D�1=22j2 ;Z Z dxdy eax3+bx2y+cxy2+dy3 � D�1=62j3 ;D2j3 = 27a2d2 � b2c2 � 18abcd+ 4ac3 + 4b3d (25)(in general ordinary discriminants DN jr control singu-larities of integral discriminants). Uni�cation meansthat all seemingly di�erent non-perturbative partitionfunctions either are interrelated (by dualities), or are allreductions of some larger partition function (arise at par-ticular loci in the extended space of time-variables), orare all composed from some elementary building blocks.It turns out that the last, most promising, possibility canbe true, at least in the world of the eigenvalue matrixmodels. Namely, at least all the Dijkgraaf{Vafa par-tition functions can be obtained by a universal gluingprocedure from a few basic elements [19]:Zftg = eÛ kYi=1Z(i)ft(i)g; (26)where Û is bilinear in derivatives over t(i)-variables.This gluing procedure is closely related to AMM/EOrecursion [6] and can be considered as one of its most

profound implications. The role of the elementary build-ing blocks Z(i) play several important matrix modelswhich posses a sphere with punctures as their spectralcurves: the Gaussian Hermitian model, the cubic Kont-sevich model and the Brezin{Gross{Witten model [20].Applications. Matrix model theory has in�nitelymany applications in all branches of science, far beyondpure mathematics, string theory and even physics. Still,it deserves mentioning a few relatively new examples,concerning the abstract �elds of research, in order toillustrate once again the inuence of matrix model in-tuition on our understanding of basic problems. Theserecent applications also emphasize the role of the charac-ter calculus { one of the most important matrix-model-theory technical methods. Moreover, matrix modelsthemselves are not present very explicitly, what are dis-covered are the typical structures and relations, perti-nent for matrix-model partition functions.The �rst subject is Hurwitz theory [21]. Today itis clear that this is basically the story about the alge-bra of cut-and-join operators, which are well known inmatrix model theoryŴR = :Yi tr �M @@M tr�ri : : (27)They are labeled by Young diagramsR = fr1 � r2g andhave Schur functions (the GL(1) characters) �Q[M ] ascommon eigenfunctions:ŴR�Q[M ] = 'Q(R)�Q[M ] (28)while eigenvalues 'Q(R) depend on a pair of Young di-agrams and are essentially the characters of symmetricgroup S(1). The Hurwitz partition functions describethe sums likeXQ d2�2pQ 'Q(R1) : : : 'Q(Rk) �!�!XQ d2Q exp"XR tR'Q(R)# (29)and possess many properties, typical for matrix-model� -functions, including the deeply hidden Virasoro-constraints, as well as numerous non-trivial generaliza-tions, involving non-commutative \open-string" algebra,extending the commutative \closed-string" one formedby the ŴR. See [22] for details and references.The second subject is the AGT conjecture [23]:the celebrated identity between 2d conformal blocks andNekrasov expansions [24] of the LMNS functions [25],describing instanton expansions of 4=5=6d SYM theo-ries. This subject brings together conformal �eld theory,�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2012



668 A.MorozovSeiberg{Witten theory, classical and quantum integrablesystems [26]. At the core of the story is the special \con-formal" matrix model [27], which realizes Dotsenko{Fateev representation of conformal blocks, and LMNSfunctions appear from Selberg integrals, arising in thecharacter expansion of the model. In this language theAGT relation reduces to the Hubbard{Stratanovich du-ality [28], this works perfectly at � = 1, but general-ization to �-ensembles remains subtle [5]. What is ex-tremely important in this story is that the averages ofcharacters are again characters { and matrix models withthis special property seem to become more and more dis-tinguished in modern applications.The third example is the modern theory ofknots [29, 30], which studies extended [31] HOMFLYHBRfpkj qg [32] and superpolynomials PBRfpkj q; tg [33].A very interesting matrix model realization here is longknown for the underlying Chern{Simons theory, but itsgeneralization in the presence of non-trivial knots is sofar available only for torus knots [34] and for t = q. Ingeneral one expects that the model exists, the measuredepends on the braid realization B, and the HOMFLYpolynomial in representation R is an average of theSL(N) character:HBR = D�R[U ]EB: (30)Like in the case of AGT relation, one expects that withthis measure the averages of characters will be againsimply re-expanded in characters, and such model willbe a useful tool to study the character expansions ofHOMFLY and superpolynomials, which are responsiblefor the fast progress in the �eld in recent months. Thisis indeed the case for the torus knot [m;n]: the measureis given by [34]D : : :E[m;n] = NYi=1 Z e�u2i=mngdui �� NYi<j sinh ui � ujm sinh ui � ujn � : : : � (31)and h�R[U ]i[m:n] � �Rfktk = [kN ]q=[k]qg, moreover,like with all Selberg-type integrals, this property per-sists for bilinear combinations of characters.The forth example, which deserves mentioning is avery similar Chern{Simons type matrix-model represen-tation in the very important ABJM theory [35], de-scribing N copies of M2 branes. The only additionalcomplication is that cosh factors are also present in de-nominators of the Vandermonde determinants. Despitethis complication the model was completely solved in

[36] at vanishing times, and the required non-trivial be-havior � N3=2 (instead of the usual � N2) of the freeenergy was reproduced in the large-N limit.Note that adequate introduction of time variables,suitable for revealing the linear and non-linear relations{ in the form of Virasoro constraints and KP/Toda inte-grability respectively { remains a largely unsolved prob-lem in all these examples, despite there are already manysignals, that these or very similar structures should ex-ist. It is one of the primary tasks of matrix-model theoryto study and resolve these mysteries.I appreciate the hospitality of OIST, Japan during aworkshop, for which this brief report was originally pre-pared. My work is partly supported by Ministry of Edu-cation and Science of the Russian Federation under con-tract #14.740.11.0081, by NSh-3349.2012.2, by RFBRgrant #10-01-00536 and by the joint grants #11-02-90453-Ukr, 12-02-91000-ANF, 11-01-92612-Royal Soci-ety, and 12-02-92108-Yaf-a.1. 1) Ph.Di. Francesco, P. Ginsparg, and J. Zinn-Justin,Phys. Repts 254, 1 (1995); M. L. Mehta, Pure and Ap-plied Mathematics Series 142 (2004); The Oxford Hand-book of Random Matrix Theory (eds. by G. Akemann,J. Baik, and Ph.Di Francesco), 2011; A. Morozov, Phys.Usp. 35, 671 (1992); 37, 1 (1994); hep-th/9303139; hep-th/9502091; hep-th/0502010; A. Mironov, Int. J. Mod.Phys. A 9, 4355(1994); hep-th/9312212; Phys. Part.Nucl. 33, 537 (2002); hep-th/9409190; Theor. Math.Phys. 114, 127(1998); q-alg/9711006.2. N. Seiberg, E. Witten, N. Seiberg, and E. Witten, Nucl.Phys. B 431, 484 (1994); hep-th/9407087; Nucl. Phys.B 426, 19 (1994); hep-th/9408099; A. Hanany and Y.Oz, Nucl. Phys. B 452, 283 (1995); hep-th/9505075;P. Argyres and A. Shapere, Nucl. Phys. B 461, 437(1996); hep-th/9509175; J. Sonnenschein, S. Theisen,and S. Yankielowicz, Phys. Lett. B 367, 145 (1996); hep-th/9510129; J. Minahan and D. Nemeschansky, Nucl.Phys. B 468, 72 (1996); hep-th/9601059; N. Dorey, V.Khoze, and M. Mattis, Phys. Rev. D 54, 7832 (1996);hep-th/9607202; Nucl. Phys. B 492, 607 (1997); hep-th/9611016.3. F. Cachazo, K.A. Intriligator, and C. Vafa, Nucl. Phys.B 603, 3 (2001); hep-th/0103067; F. Cachazo and C.Vafa, hep-th/0206017; R. Dijkgraaf and C. Vafa, Nucl.Phys. B 644, 3 (2002); hep-th/0206255; Nucl. Phys.B 644, 21 (2002); hep-th/0207106; hep-th/0208048;1)We present here only the list of papers, where additional de-tails can be found on particular non-traditional subjects, men-tioned in the text. No special references are given to the mainpapers, which shaped the �eld of matrix models. For basic infor-mation and references of this kind see the textbooks and, for morespeci�c references, the reviews.�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2012
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